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Farm Memories
This is the first full-scale history of one of the largest farm
tractor manufacturers of all time, peppered with pictures of MasseyHarris, Ferguson, and Massey Ferguson’s historic models, collectibles,
sales memorabilia, and advertisements from old farm magazines. The Big
Book of Massey Tractors tells the story of the mergers and machines
that formed Massey Ferguson over several decades, and—because these
machines dominated Canadian farms for almost a century—in many ways it
also tells the story of Canadian agriculture. Robert Pripps, a
longtime tractor aficionado, describes Massey Ferguson’s battle with
Ford over dominance of the farm tractor industry—a battle the company
eventually won, remarkably enough, in view of its initial abject
market failure with tractors. From the company’s beginnings in 1891,
to its 1953 merger with the Ferguson tractor company, to its current
ownership by Allis-Gleaner Company (AGCO), Masseys have played a large
role in our agricultural history. The Big Book of Massey Tractors
celebrates that role and showcases the machines that have helped turn
the earth for over a hundred years.
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The definitive visual history of the tractor The complete history of
farm machinery, from steam and vintage tractors to the latest combine
harvesters is showcased in this lavishly illustrated volume. Packed
with images and tractor data on more than 200 iconic machines, The
Tractor Book explores the entire range of tractors and farming
machines from around the world, such as Fordson Model F and MasseyHarris GP. Histories of famous marques, such as John Deere and Massey
Ferguson, sit alongside immersive visual tours of celebrated machines.
The Tractor Book covers how tractors work, their history, major
marques and catalogues tractors from every era making this a must-have
for anyone fascinating by these extraordinary machines.

Field Guide to Classic Farm Tractors
After the first tractors appeared on the scene in the late 1890s, it
took another two decades and plenty of modifications for farmers to
embrace this once-crude technology in favor of the steam engine,
further advancing the power-farming revolution. Written by an
international expert in agricultural machinery, Farm Tractors takes
readers back to the nineteenth century to look at the precursors to
modern tractors and travels through the years to follow the machine’s
evolution as tractors became indispensable equipment on farms across
America. INSIDE FARM TRACTORS: •How steam-powered machinery gave way
to tractors, and how tractors changed the way that farmers worked
•Prominent early manufacturers and models, including Henry Ford’s
legendary Model F, International Harvester’s Farmall, the Waterloo
Boy, John Deere, and many more •The use of hydraulics, the advent of
diesel engines, the availability of four-wheel drive, and other
technical breakthroughs •The introduction of new fuel sources as
alternatives to gasoline •Specialized tractors for orchard work, highacreage operations, carrying loads, cultivating, and other scenarios
•The tractor industry’s major expansion following World War II •Modernday tractors and an outlook on the future of farm machinery

John Cassell's Illustrated History of England
Vespa
The ultimate visual history for farm machinery enthusiasts, featuring
tractors from AGCO Allis to Zetor.

American Military Vehicles of World War I
In this fabulous, fact-packed and intensely visual encyclopedia, John
Carroll charts the extraordinary history of the machines and their
manufacturers from the early days of the J.I.Case Threshing Machine
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its experimental
gasoline tractor of 1892, to the JCB
Fastrac, one of the numerous state-of-the-art machines now on the
market. Each piece of machinery is illustrated with fascinating
archive material or full-color photography, and the informative text
includes specification boxes and a detailed mechanical profile.

Legendary Farm Tractors
Survey of agricultural engineering and its literature; Annotated
Bibliography of sources of information; Organizational sources of
information.

Keyguide to Information Sources in Agricultural Engineering
Farm Tractors
Original ads, historic design drawings, and factory photographs tell
the definitive story of the American tractor's development, mechanical
innovations, groundbreaking designs, and company histories. Bestselling author Randy Leffingwell researched and photographed restored
classics and one-of-a-kind experimental models from coast-to-coast to
deliver the goods on American farm tractor. This is the book that
started it all! Previous hardcover edition (0-87938-532-4 pub 1991)
has sold a staggering 150,000!

An Illustrated History of Tractors and Farm Machinery
With detailed specifications and over 650 photographs of historical
and modern machines, this is the ultimate book for every tractor and
agricultural machinery enthusiast. A fascinating history is followed
by a visual directory of machines and their manufacturers, with
vintage models restored to their former glory, together with their
modern-day high-tech equivalents.

Ford Farm Tractors
From farming and cultivation to road transportation and furniture
removal, tractors and trucks perform a huge variety of tasks. This
magnificent encyclopedia charts the complete evolution of these
vehicles and features extensive A-Z guides to each manufacturer. All
of the most successful makes are included, each including a history of
the company and the decisions that shaped their successes or failures.
This definitive reference book has been written by two transport
enthusiasts, and with its highly engaging text as well as over 1,500
stunning photographs, it is an exciting reference source for everyone
who has an interest in farming and trucking.

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Tractors and Trucks
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DIVIf youâ€™re a tractor enthusiast with a passion for tractor
photography, Legendary Farm Tractors is a dream-come-true pictorial
produced with you in mind. Containing more color photographs of more
types of farm tractors than any other book in print, Legendary Farm
Tractors presents tractors from the United States, Canada, Europe, and
Japanâ€”models from the 1880s to todayâ€”along with detailed captions,
together offering a comprehensive photographic history of tractors.
Organized alphabetically by make so that readers can find their
favorites easily, the tractors covered here include everything from
familiar manufacturers like John Deere, Ford, Farmall, Case,
Caterpillar, and International Harvester to obscure tractors that have
seldom been seen, such as the special streamlined Porsche coffee
plantation tractor that looks more like a sports car than a piece of
farm equipment. The extensive variety and distinguished photographs by
noted photographer Andrew Morland make this an exceptional book for
tractor buffs and the perfect gift book for any machine
enthusiast./div

Giant Earthmovers : An Illustrated History
The Complete Book of Tractors and Trucks is a comprehensive guide to
both agricultural mechanization and road transportation. The text
includes the complete history of tractors and trucks, tracing their
origins and development from the early pioneers to today's state-ofthe-art machines. For ease of reference, the book is divided into two
parts, one focusing on tractors and the other part on different kinds
of trucks. The text also includes an A-Z guide to all of the major
manufacturers accompanied by archival and colour photography.

Thunderbird! An Illustrated History of the Ford T-Bird
John Cassell's illustrated history of England. The text, to
the reign of Edward i by J.F. Smith; and from that period by
W. Howitt
The Illustrated History of Tractors
From pioneering steam power to today's engineering marvels.

Exam Prep for: An Illustrated History of Tractors & Farm
Explains what makes tractors go and how different attachments enable
tractors to do different things, from harvesting the fields to plowing
snow.

The Complete Book of Farmall Tractors
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is Britain's best-loved tractor, the light userfriendly machine that finally replaced the horse on farms. This highly
illustrated account covers the full history of Harry Ferguson's
tractor products from his pioneering work before the 1930s to the
merger with Massey in 1957. The author has had access to fresh archive
material and has interviewed many of the surviving men who were
associated with Ferguson. The appeal of the Fergie lay in its
lightness and utility, and also in the system of mechanized farming of
which it was a part. Throughout the book, reference is made to the
implements which lay at the heart of the system. Stuart Gibbard has
won "Tractor and Machinery" magazine's award for the best British
tractor book five years running.

Illustrated History of the Romanian People
This encyclopedia provides the most detailed and complete account ever
given of Ford tractors, from the earliest Fordsons to the FordFergusons, the Ford N Series, and the Ford "world" tractors
manufactured into the 1970s. Amply illustrated, the book also offers
extensive information on the numerous options and accessories,
implements and variations that came out of Dearborn, Sherman Bros.,
and the great Funk Bros. hotrod conversions that could make each of
these popular machines utterly unique. Written and compiled by the
chief engineer of the Ford N Series tractors and the world's bestknown Ford tractor historian, this encyclopedia is the ultimate onestop resource for anyone with an interest in Ford tractors.

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Tractors & Farm Machinery
Total Tractor! is all about tractors--from exciting vintage tractors
and farming machines to the latest state-of-the-art John Deere.
Galleries of colorful tractors of every kind and all their amazing
attachments are interspersed with stunning images of tractors in
action. There's a complete history of tractors from steam tractor to
diesel, and many makes, such as Massey Ferguson, are shown in
fascinating detail. Crazy contests such as tractor pulling are also
featured. Total Tractor! is the must-read book for any child who is
passionate about tractors.

The American Farm Tractor
An Illustrated History of Farm Implements
A comprehensive review of earthmoving and construction equipment from
the birth of primitive industrial tools to today's awe-inspiring
machines! The biggest haulers, dozers, scrapers and unusual specialty
equipment in the field are presented here in over 500 black-and-white
photographs. The author's expertly written text details machine
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and discusses
the history, evolution, design and
manufacture of these industry giants. Packed full of top-quality
archival photographs, most taken from manufacturer archives.

The Tractor Book
America's Classic Farm Tractors
This classic combination of Leffingwell best-sellers includes is a
vivid color history that chronicles the innovative American tractors
of John Deere, International Farmall, Case, Ford, Allis-Chalmers,
Caterpillar, and Minneapolis-Moline. The technological development of
farm power is traced from the back-breaking days of horse farming
through the steam-powered iron beasts and on to the development of the
internal combustion engine and the creation of the tractor as we know
it today.

British Tractors
At last, a paperback reissue of this classic history of John Deere!
Edited by the world's most respected and best known Deere historian
and expert—Don Macmillan—this is a detailed and fun history of the
great tractor builder. This comprehensive history of the man, his
company, and his legacy includes a biography of John Deere, plus
excerpts from the writings of Deere engineers and historians, such as
Wayne Broehl, Harold Brock, and Orrin Miller. Images are from the
Deere archives, as well as noted tractor photographer Ralph W.
Sanders. Coverage of plows, implements, combines, cars, snowmobiles,
lawn and garden tractors, and bicycles is also included.

Farm Tractors
In this beautifully illustrated history of Ford's tractors, author and
photographer Randy Leffingwell celebrates the Ford family of tractors
from their development to modern day. Research and photography,
courtesy of the Henry Ford Museum Archives, brings Ford tractors and
their creators to life. With archival black-and-white photography, and
stunning full-color restorations, Leffingwell tells the story of the
legendary Fordson, the Model T conversion tractors, European models,
and the making of the beloved Ford-Ferguson Model 9N. Ford Farm
Tractors is a book that belongs in the collection of any fan of these
beautiful machines.

Big Book of Tractors
This appealingly quirky book captures the personality, individuality
and style of the world of Vespa through an eye-catching array of
period photographs, including Vespa’s imaginative promotional
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Celebrities
girls seem ever-present through the pages,
but there is plenty of technical interest to satisfy mechanically
minded Vespa enthusiasts. First published in 1993, the 2nd edition
includes celebrity and quirky photos alongside the more standard shots
illustrating model evolution.

Classic Oliver Tractors
Here is the biggest, best, and most complete history of classic farm
tractors. All North American models make their appearance--from John
Deere and Farmall to fascinating "orphans" like the Steel Mule, from
the late 1800s steamers through the high-powered workhorses of the
1970s. In addition to hundreds of high-detail large-format photography
of tractors and equipment (see below for samples), the volume includes
100 color and black-and-white archival photos, advertising posters,
and brochures. The result is an unparalleled look at the icon of
American agriculture. Chapter 1: Muscles to Motors Chapter 2: AllisChalmers Chapter 3: J.I. Case Chapter 4: Caterpillar Chapter 5: John
Deere Chapter 6: Ford Chapter 7: International Harvester Chapter 8:
Massey-Ferguson Chapter 9: Minneapolis-Moline Chapter 10: Oliver
Corporation Chapter 11: Orphans and Others

The Farm Tractor
The Complete Book of Farmall Tractors details the complete evolution
of the popular marque's iconic models. The engaging text includes
series evolution, historical context, and technical details,
accompanied by beautiful contemporary and historic images. In 1923,
International Harvester revolutionized the tractor world by conceiving
the Farmall brand, a revolutionary new line of all-purpose tractors
designed for small- to medium-sized farms. Eventually offering an
array of engine and equipment options, by the 1930s Farmalls were
bestowed with letters as their model names, from the compact A, B, and
C models to the larger H and M tractors. Fittingly known as the
"Letter Series," the tractors were even given a streamlined design by
famed industrial designer Raymond Loewy. Not surprisingly, they went
on to become some of the most widely produced and best-selling
American farm tractors of all time, to be followed beginning in 1954
with the numbered Hundred Series models. By 1947, Farmall had built
over 1 million tractors. Amazingly, many are still in use today, not
just as collector vehicles, but often as working farm tractors. In The
Complete Book of Farmall Tractors, tractor historian Robert Pripps
explores the entire range of Farmall tractors, from their inception to
their final model year in 1973. Pripps includes all models, from
Diesel and LPG versions to orchard tractors. Pripps also explains the
evolution of Farmall lines and gives coverage to the entry-market Cub
unveiled in 1947, as well as the Hundred Series, right up to the
cancellation of the Farmall name in 1973. Through engaging text and
fascinating photography, The Complete Book of Farmall Tractors
preserves the story of the legendary pioneering machines in detail.
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chronologically, and its detailed text
shines a light on Farmall's long history and evolution. Beautiful
images, both modern and historic, bring the story to life and thorough
spec tables highlight key technical and performance specifications.
The result is the ultimate reference to some of the most popular farm
tractors in history.

The Big Book of Ford Tractors
The Complete Book of Tractors and Trucks
The Illustrated Book of Tractors
When their recently widowed father announces he plans to remarry,
sisters Vera and Nadezhda realise they must put aside a lifetime of
feuding in order to save him. His new love is a voluptuous gold-digger
from the Ukraine half his age, with a proclivity for green satin
underwear and boil-in-the-bag cuisine, who stops at nothing in her
single minded pursuit of the luxury Western lifestyle she dreams of.
But the old man, too, is pursuing his eccentric dreams - and writing a
history of tractors in Ukrainian. A wise, tender and deeply funny
novel about families, the healing of old wounds, the trials and
consolations of old age and - really - about the legacy of Europe's
history over the last fifty years.

Total Tractor!
All the classic farm tractors you remember, plus new ones to discover,
are all here in this complete photo-packed collection. A classic farm
tractor is a conversation starter and a comforting reminder of
childhoods on the farm and adulthoods twisting a wrench in the
driveshaft. Tractors are cultural touchstones of another era, as
familiar as the smell of apple pie baking in a farmhouse kitchen. All
of that nostalgia is here in "Field Guide to Classic Farm Tractors."
In this photo-saturated guidebook, you'll recognize the big brands of
classic farm tractors, such as Allis-Chalmers, J. I. Case,
Caterpillar, John Deere, Ford, and International Harvester (including
Farmall). Also well-represented are small and no-longer-existing
brands like Advance-Rumely, Cockshutt, Eagle, Fate-Root-Heath, Harry
Ferguson, Friday Tractor, Hart-Parr, and Minneapolis-Moline. There are
tractors from the United States, Canada, and Europe. "Field Guide to
Classic Farm Tractors" includes more than just handsome color photos
of these powerful machines. Each model description includes all the
pertinent details: engine rpms, type of fuel, maximum speed, wheel
configurations, weight, number of plows the tractor can handle, and
variations. With more than five hundred tractor models and an array of
color photographs depicting the most iconic ones, "Field Guide to
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is a valued addition to any tractor lover's
bookshelf.

Complete Book of Classic John Deere Tractors
In this book, John Carroll provides with a detailed portrait in words
and pictures of the tractor and its evolution.

John Deere Tractor Legacy
The Tractor Factor
A solid history of American tractors with hundreds
photos of restored & preserved examples. The price
promotional book. The low cost is partly explained
China. Annotation c. by Book News, Inc., Portland,

of fine color
suggests a
by production in
Or.

Oliver Photographic History
In World War I the American motor vehicle industry was tested by the
sudden appearance of vast transport challenges. The nation’s immense
manufacturing capabilities and abundant natural resources combined
with increased standardization and mass production to enable the
industry to meet the military’s needs. Motor vehicles and aircraft
were quickly cemented as the most influential military tools of the
early twentieth century. This book both describes the development and
use of a wide range of specialized motor vehicles during World War I
and analyzes how their advent indelibly altered modern warfare and
transportation.

The Big Book of Massey Tractors
This photographic salute to the Oliver company features 300 historic
photographs from the Oliver archives that chronicle an enormous array
of Oliver tractors and implements.

The World Encyclopedia of Tractors
The Complete Book of Classic John Deere Tractors explores the range of
iconic "green tractors" with which Illinois-based John Deere has
become one of the world's most recognizable brands. Part of
Motorbooks' Complete Book series, this fact-packed volume takes you
through dozens of John Deere farm models, beginning with the 1892
Waterloo Boy and ending with the game-changing New Generation and
Generation II lines. With selected text from The Bigger Book of John
Deere by late legendary Deere historian Don Macmillan, this book
details year-to-year model changes within each series and offers
comprehensive specs charts compiled by Deere authority John Dietz. In
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the Waterloo
Boy, you'll witness the entire 40-plus years
of two-cylinder “Johnny Poppers,” from the 1924 Model D through the
830 Series models in 1960, and the styled tractors of the prewar and
postwar years. Also featured heavily are the groundbreaking New
Generation tractors launched to much fanfare in 1960 and their
successors, the New Generation II lineup with their Sound-Gard cabs.
Standard, row-crop, orchard, and even a selection of experimental
models…they're all here. In addition, you'll find coverage of John
Deere’s rich international heritage, with tractors produced in Spain,
Germany, and Australia. Illustrated with incredible color photography
and period advertising, The Complete Book of Classic John Deere
Tractors isan essential edition for the library of any Deere fanatic.

A Short History of Tractors in Ukrainian
The Tractor Factor is a richly illustrated book that reveals what
makes a tractor collectible, showcases the rarest models, gives a
history of the marque, and details specific finds.
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